Spring 1-3

features & benefits
Available in three widths. Poles can be
added or removed to give various height
options (poles are included). Lightweight
carry bag included.
Black: SB-1.1
Black: SB-1.2
Black:SB-1.3

hardware specifications
SB-1.3 36” w		

graphic specifications
SB-1.3 35.125”w x 59” or 78”h

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without
prior notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance. E&OE.

additional info
Weight: 3 Lbs.

Assembly Instructions

2 Graphic Rails

3 Support Poles

1 Foot

4 Rail End Caps

4 Rail Connectors

Please check to see all the componets are included

Mount graphic to rails
Remover the cap from one side
of both the top and bottom horizontal graphic rails to reveal a
solid nylon strip. Stick the nylon
leader strip to the backside of
the banner using a double sided
tape. (not included)

Assemble support stand
Insert the long support
pole into the foot support
with hook.

Insert the mounted
graphic through the
middle of the rail,
allowing the graphic to run the width
of the unit through
the slit in the rail.

Next
insert
the
short support pole
into the ferrel of the
long support pole
for
78.5” height.
Leave short pole
out for 59” height.

Attach graphic to stand
When the graphic has been lead
through both top and bottom
rails, and you have assembled
the rear support poles, then
slide the top and bottom hooks
over the rails and replace the
end caps. This will then put the
graphic under tension.

Attaching multiple stands
Remove rail end caps from the
side which will connect with the
other stand. Insert the rail connectors into the top and bottom
of both rails and connect the
two stands.

Hanging Banners
Attach hanging rail
mounts to graphic
rails and hang from
holes on the hanging mounts.

Next insert the long
support pole with
the hook into the
ferrel of the short
support pole.

4 Hanging Mounts

